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Dedication
In memory of my parents, Fannie Naomi Reddix Adams (1927-2007) and Norwood Edward
Adams (1920-2012), also my brother Benjamin James Adams (1967-2012).

For my daughter and son, DeEcheandria Delores Lawrence and Nathan Charles Norwood
Lawrence: they have endured their mother as the intense woman at the keyboard or with the pen
and pad whose name must be called two and three times before she hears it.
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Poetry is an act of meditation and improvisation, and need is the motor
that propels the words down the silent white space.
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Preface: A Gathering of Selves

My mother suffered from Alzheimer’s disease and died in 2008 at eighty-one. She was
the family historian. Since her death, relatives have conferred that title to me. They perceive me
to continue her work because I’m usually the one asking questions such as, “Do you know the
story about the great aunts, the psychics?” or “Did you hear that story about the sister who could
pass for white who the brothers (my mother’s grandfather and his brothers) had to abandon on
the train?” Sometimes I am the only local family member who remembers a particularly strange
family tale until some senior relative visits and confirms the story. My family sees then that I
listened to my mother, that I keep elders’ memories alive. I recall my mother’s stories about the
women of our family most of all. Long before I had ever heard of Alice Walker or her book In
Search of Our Mothers’ Gardens, I tended to recall these women’s narratives, wanting to know
more about them. When I attended a family reunion for my mother’s side in the late 1970s, I
hoped to learn more about my great-grandmother, but her lineage was absent from the tree. A
male cousin had traced only the paternal side of my grandmother’s family, so I listened eagerly
when an aunt asked a question about my great-grandmother during the main gathering. A greatuncle shouted, “Oh, we don’t want to talk about her. She was mean.” I bristled.
Before scientists discovered the bones of a “First Eve” in Africa, before they declared
that all women receive mitochondrial DNA from their mothers that may be traced to an ancient
African woman, I pondered my connection to a first mother. Undoubtedly, I am oversimplifying
a complex topic in the name of poetry, and I know other scientists have since disagreed with the
African “First Eve” model of human origins. Still, this vision of a maternal line twisting and
curling back through millennia to mother after mother after mother— each carrying that same
1

thread of mitochondrial DNA from one first mother— this vision has been with me most of my
life. I see a host of female ancestors leading to me and later to my daughter. I hear an echo of
selves. In many ways, my thinking has led to deeper contemplation of the nature of the self and
soul, which almost always leads to a spiritual world of God, gods, and increasingly the Goddess
— the High Mother and ghosts of mothers past. I have wrestled with images of these primeval
women and wrestled with questions: Who made me? How have I come to be as I am, and who or
what is making me now? These questions have drawn me to theories about identity and theories
on the poet’s voice.
In the last decade, as my desire to understand craft has evolved, I have written a
collection of different Nordettes to examine whether I have a unique poetic voice or am merely a
mimic of other writers’ voices. Contemplating voice, I have devoured theories of the self
examined in the academic discipline of contemporary rhetoric and in debates among literary
critics regarding what constitutes the writer’s voice. A definition of literary voice among scholars
seems as hard to pin down as a definition of the self. For instance, creative writing professor
Brandi Reissenweber of Illinois Wesleyan University, like many others, declares, “Voice is the
unique way we use and put words together to communicate” (Gotham Writers website). Similar
definitions are so common that essays on voice often address such depictions, classifying them
as the definition of style not voice. Alternatively, many critics and theorists define voice as the
writer being herself, a writer reflecting in her work her inner angels and demons. On an episode
of the Charlie Rose Show, critic Adam Gopnik discussed J. D. Salinger’s voice and asserted,
“Writers are their obsessions. . . . Writers are necessarily too much of whatever it is that they
care about.” He noted that Salinger returned to the same characters, types of characters, and
themes repeatedly, a tendency Gopnik appreciates. I have observed this tendency in the works of
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Gwendolyn Brooks. Frequently her work tells stories of black people loving and struggling to
love one another and themselves. Emily Dickinson’s poetry also repeats themes such as death
and identity in “Because I could not stop for death,” “I heard a fly buzz when I died,” “I’m
nobody! Who are you?” Similarly, to think of Plath is to think confessions; of Langston Hughes,
the Negro’s dreams and blues. At least, these are the poets I think of when I ponder voice as a
reflection of writers’ repeated themes, even obsessions.
My work reflects my deep care about lost knowledge, forgotten writers, and forgotten
women, particularly the creative ones who have become unknown and unknowable. I consider
that even when I knew nothing of Walker’s essay on our mothers’ gardens, I shared with that
poet what my mother used to call “the same places in the ether.” Like Walker, I became curious
about the unknowable mother, the forgotten female who made babies and shaped them into
adults, the frustrated, creative black woman driven mad because she had no accepted path to
express herself. I have desired to discover how these women lived, how they viewed existence,
and what they created that should be remembered; hence, I may often be found head-deep in
genealogical records trying to find women invisible in government documentation. In addition to
books about language, rhetoric, and identity, my bookshelves hold books about enslaved women
and the lives of free women of color under the plaçage system. Recently I purchased a copy of
Alice Dunbar’s diary. It sits next to my copy of The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks. Walker
writes in her essay that many of these forgotten women had within them a creative spirit
overlooked and much neglected, but they have waited for this spirit to be known: “They waited
for a day when the unknown thing that was in them would be made known; but guessed
somehow in their darkness, that on the day of their revelation they would be long dead” (233).
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As I have sought connection with marginalized women of the past, I have also sought
connection to others through constructions of the self with language. Having had a bookish
mother who emphasized facility with “the King’s English,” speaking Standard English, and by
necessity being sensitive to the ways white people and black people use language differently, I
have spent much of my life evaluating how others and I use words. Given the Cajun-Creole roots
of my father’s family and the Alabama lineage of my mother’s, I had rich material to ponder. My
father grew up in a rural Louisiana town, Vacherie, in St. James Parish. We called it “the
country.” Going to the country meant an hour-long drive on River Road, winding between the
Mississippi River and sugar cane fields, beside the vestiges of slavery — plantation mansions,
such as Laura and Oak Alley. Whenever I visited the country with my father, I heard the Frenchinflected English of my Cajun-Creole cousins and envied them. Their speech went unmonitored,
and they spoke words that sounded like mawnh from the French maman, ending with the clipped
nasally n. A different kind of music flowed through their speech: “Nordette, I ain’t thinking
‘bout Cheryl annem, non.” When I heard them speak, I sensed my loss of something valuable as
my mother steered me away from “common” speech. I attempt to recapture these various ways
of speaking. Sometimes readers may catch speakers in my poems using nonstandard English.
When readers hear such speech in my poetry, they are hearing me working to recall the speech I
heard growing up that differed from how I was taught to speak. Listening to the language of
others as well as being encouraged as a child to memorize formal verse have both driven my
desire to produce music in my poetry. I embrace Yusef Komunyakaa’s definition from Blue
Notes that “Poetry is an act of non-mathematical creation that adheres to metrics embodied in
language’s natural music. It isn’t a gush, but a felt and lived syncopation” (36). Hence, the reader
will hear in my work a preoccupation with sound.
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The title of this collection, The Sankofa I Trace with My Forefinger, emerges from the
mind of the poet examining her connection to black female ancestors and unknown women who
have journeyed before her and spur her forward today. As previously discussed, meditating on
these women leads me to contemplations of a spiritual High Mother embodying all women, in
particular the woman who shapes lives, who creates art with little recognition. This woman
appears at moments in my work in various guises, but “the Unknowable Igbo” introduced in my
poem “The Sankofa I Trace with My Forefinger” is the focusing figure. She is a construct of
earlier mothers whose lives have gone undocumented due to enslavement, violence, and the old
patriarchal marriage system that required women to replace their given surnames with those of
their husbands. This relinquishment of one’s name implies a death of self-knowledge, the
cessation of knowing oneself separate from master, separate from husband. The Unknowable
Igbo, then, is the unknown mother, the first enslaved mother in my maternal genealogical line,
the first to be torn away from her Motherland and to have her name stripped away. As her sense
of self was subsumed through enslavement, so was knowledge of African identity for African
Americans. In more concrete or practical terms, even with today’s technology, for AfricanAmerican families, tracing the identity of this woman is almost always impossible because of the
devastating impact of the Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade on black families. Seeking connection to
the Unknowable Igbo who links me to an identity prior to slavery has thrust me onward in my art
just as the unnamed, old woman who bumps Ms. Brown in “An old woman bumped her on
canal” thrusts Ms. Brown on her journey of self-discovery and by extension, the poem’s speaker.
I have divided this collection into three sections that reflect recurring themes in my work:
the evolution of identity and loss of identity tied to constructions of blackness and to inhabiting
specific moments or spaces (virtual and physical), the intersection of blackness with
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womanhood, and reconciliation with the Mother and female self. I see these three sections
dealing separately with origins or inheritance and family, places that shape perception, and
endings of selves that create beginnings. Thus, my poetic voice aligns with Gopnik’s definition.
My work may be “too much” what I “care about,” a feature of the writer’s voice that he
approves. However, my work validates two other definitions of voice as well that are included in
Stephen Shwartz’s essay “Finding a Voice in America.” According to Shwartz, “Writers don’t
get very far in finding their voices until they are willing to face the intersection of their unique
experience with that of the larger culture” (49). He argues that the friction between the writers’
individual experiences and messages of the larger culture eventually produces “the sound” of the
author. He goes on to say, “Voice is an organic compound born from the sparks of integrating an
inner world that nurtures character with an outer one that inspires it” (47). I extrapolate from
Shwartz’s inclusion of the sound of the author, his definition of voice encompasses the author’s
choices in diction and syntax as well as how the author positions speakers in her work. These
theories that the writer’s voice may be heard as well in her repetition of themes and in positions
that result from the intersection of her singular experiences with the world and that voice may be
recognized as an organic substance resulting from the “integration of an inner world” with “an
outer one” parallel some definitions of the self found in rhetorical theory.
Contemporary theories of the self discard the dominant definition of the self proposed
during the Enlightenment era as one unified and rational being occupying a fixed position. Postmodern theorists have developed a proposal of the fragmented self. For example, The
Sourcebook on Rhetoric quotes George Herbert Meade’s theory that “the self is essentially a
social structure and it arises in social experience . . . There are parts of the self which exist only
for the self in relationship to itself. We divide ourselves up in all sorts of different selves with
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reference to our acquaintances, situations” (561). In other words, the self is not fixed. The self
constantly adjusts or changes as it interacts with others in the culture. I prefer the word facets,
however, instead of the word parts. While the words have similar meanings, facet does not imply
fragmentation. Who wants to remain shattered? Facet, as the Online Etymology Dictionary
defines it, comes from the French word facette, “diminutive of face, ‘face, appearance,’ and in its
“original sense,” facet refers to the many surfaces of a diamond: “one side of a multi-sided
body,” not many pieces of what was once one body.
Perhaps more appropriate for the poet is Jonathan D. Culler’s assertion in Structuralist
Poetics: Structuralism, Linguistics and the Study of Literature that the self “is not so much a
personal core as an intersubjectivity, the track or the furrow left by texts of all kinds” (562). The
self, then, like voice, is the expression of the impression left by all the data a person takes in,
including lessons learned and emotions experienced through interaction with others in the world.
I am drawn to the idea of self as groove or a knot of selves created through a conglomeration of
my experiences with a little genetic hardwiring tossed in. Going further with Culler and his
discussion of the self within the context of intertextuality, I am more intrigued and less disturbed
that my writing mirrors myriad roles, positions, and influences. I extrapolate that if the self is
made of various texts consumed or encountered, then I have the ability to shape myself for
myself by consuming the words, music, paintings, theories, and impressions of others. As the
poet then, I am both the made and the maker.
Many texts influence my work, including a variety of musical compositions. I am easily
enraptured while listening to jazz, the blues — the work of Mingus and Miles, Nancy Wilson,
Ella Fitzgerald, Etta James, B.B. King, and more contemporary female singer-songwriters such
as Jill Scott and Erykha Badu. On other days or sometimes on the same playlist, I also may have
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Sarah Baraeilles’s “Gravity,” “Smother” by Daughter, and several songs by Bonnie Raitt on
repeat, but eventually I return to the soundtrack of my youth: Motown everything and Aretha
Franklin. When not hanging on the shadings of blue notes, I may be seen meditating on words
that draws me into the lettered world of the lyrical or back to thoughts on the unknown female,
verse such as Lucille Clifton’s declaration that a poem may be the voice of a silenced female:
“the poem at the end of the world / is the poem the little girl breathes / into her pillow the one /
she cannot tell” (317). Likewise, I may be observed arguing politics online where I began
writing both prose and poetry under screen names such as Emma Flaubert, Frillie the Dragon,
and the Jersey Goddess more than a decade ago, but I use my given name these days.
It is impossible to list all my influences from childhood and adolescence, to name bridges
between Emily Dickinson, Paul Laurence Dunbar, and Ntozake Shange; the books between
Greco-Roman mythology and the Black Arts Movement, questions from Sunday School, Captain
Kangaroo, Star Trek, my mother’s stories about our family, and her constant correction of my
grammar when I was young, but the reader may surmise from my use of rhyme that I have more
influences from formal poetry than from free verse and experimental poetry. The desire to write
formal poetry remains with me because that is the poetry I heard growing up. Nonetheless, this
collection reveals that I work naturally and often in free verse with the cadence and hum of my
“natural music.” The reader may feel those rhythms just as the reader will repeatedly encounter
the mother figure: Mother Africa, the Great Mother Oshun, my own mother, and the speaker
mother.
This first poem in the collection, “The Sankofa I Trace with My Forefinger,” illustrates
my leanings toward nonce forms as well as my frequent employ of the aerated line, one
interrupted with caesura that may appear in the middle of a line or as the indentation of a line.
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These stops guide the reader to hear more in the verse. They are the moments in which the reader
waits for the music to begin again or apprehends how the work would be read aloud. The use of
caesura also indicates that the stories in my head that become poems often have speakers
attempting to balance a moment on a point of tension in their lives. My speakers are rarely on an
easy ride; therefore, my use of caesura may indicate a need to breathe or the slip to aporia and
aposiopesis. For example, the speaker in “Boundaries” experiences deep trauma that leaves her
unable to express herself coherently for a while; the caesurae replace words too painful to speak:
“purloining fingers tying

your tie in our bedroom mirror your wedding band glinting in

sunbeams where no light could be

the missing the eclipsed avoiding

feathers.”

Still, there are formal poems, such as the villanelle “Vesuvius” and sonnets in personae of
houses and people. I believe that poets should attempt to write formal poetry at some point,
which forces restrictions through the use of syllabics, meter, or a number of lines in order to
think more about their craft and to rightfully hold their identification cards as poets. My sonnets,
however, often do not conform to traditional meter because I may begin a draft in strict meter but
eventually abandon it, not because I cannot write in meter but because I prefer not to force meter
for the sake of having meter. Furthermore, as an African-American poet, I do not feel obligated
to have the poem that results from an exercise with formal restrictions adhere in its final state
exactly to the European aesthetic of those restrictions. The poem “Women of Status,” for
instance, is formal in that it maintains three-line stanzas; however, its final form developed from
an attempt to work in sustained couplets, but the poem resisted flowing as couplets; hence, it is
written in tercets. I explored the couplet form after studying Elizabeth Alexander’s poem “The
Venus Hottentot,” which honors the memory of a marginalized woman, and yet I decided in end
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that “Women of Status,” which honors the memory of marginalized women, required something
else.
My poetry also contains allusions to mythology, popular culture, songs, and literary
works. I enjoy creating intertextuality consciously and tipping my hat to other poets. Allusions to
mythology and music are evident in my series entitled “Hidden Tracks Playlist.” “The Profile
Posters” developed from a riff on Brooks’s “We Real Cool,” and I have included “Second Life
Blues,” a formal poem that imitates the sound of a music that I love.
The sound, the music. I cannot deny my muse loves both as many of my poems emerge
first from a music-driven line in my head and later other lines grow around it. But I also have
poems that emerge first from emotion or pain. My poetry sometimes flows from dark places,
perhaps those places where Lorca believes duende dwells when he borrows Manuel Torre’s
words, “All that has dark sounds has duende,” and where a force resides that Lorca speaks of
when he quotes Paganini’s definition that duende is “a mysterious force that everyone feels and
no philosopher has explained.” What is more painfully dark and mysterious than a mother lost or
unknowable?
I have spoken of having multiple selves, but I believe we each contain multitudes of
voices. Voices of love, pain, politics, death, humor, revolution, and rage. So, I am no longer
worried that I have a range of issues that absorb me and am not alarmed that a professor wrote on
one of my portfolios “so many voices.” I accept that I am polyphonic just like many other poets.
Furthermore, I acknowledge that poetry is always with me, a gift my mother gave when she had
me memorize the poems of Phyllis Wheatley, James Weldon Johnson, Langston Hughes,
Dunbar, Brooks, and other poets. Since I was three years old, verse has been an integral part of
my life, a kind of glue that helps me gather my many voices, my selves or facets of self, to one
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spot, to integrate these aspects for a purpose, and to let them stick to places in my inner world for
later use. I perceive at my core lives a muse, a twirling fire, speaking of forgotten women who
want to be unveiled. There the High Mother fashions and refines. She exhorts, pushing me to
make them known as I may be known.
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I.
born in babylon
both nonwhite and woman
what did i see to be except myself?
i made it up
— Lucille Clifton,
“won’t you celebrate with me”
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The Sankofa I Trace with My Forefinger
I am of
Fannie (with husband) who was of
Mamie (with husband) who was of
Pinkie (with husband), daughter of the missingin-vital-records Lucinda.
Cinda married Mitchell and vanished.
Mitchell loved many women. He was a son of
Sarah Potts (with husband).
The Potts lived
in Loachapoka, Alabama, and then Notasulga.
Sarah was born a slave but also a daughter of
mulatto female who
appears around
19, on line 37, page 3 of
a Georgia plantation’s records, its book
of
work horses and pigs and cows and chattel from ships with
names — the Hope, the Desire, the Madre
de Deus—bearing
cargo, the mothers and fathers (others
unnamed).
Here
is a story about:
The mulatto daughter of
the unknowable Igbo mother.
This mother was
sold by
a chief of high plumage (ruling
from an enemy village of what is now
colonial Nigeria.) He sold her
to a slaver from Scandinavia.

part of post-

This slaver, on his ship,
raped the unknowable
Igbo, the mother-daughter of
my ancestral clan. Her village lost
a battle over one man’s wrong
choice regarding where to plant
a field of yams.
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On the Scandinavian’s ship,
in the middle of
of,
in the Atlantic Ocean, among
fetid breath, dysentery, smallpox deaths
the unknowable Igbo
must have endured
a difficult pregnancy.
And then she gave birth to
mulatto female who
appears between
between
between.
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Vesuvius
My father fought as well in World War II.
He served in Algiers, Morocco, France. He was in Italy
when Vesuvius raged, when the fierce volcano blew.
Its noxious plumes erased the last thread of sky blue
calm as it hurled lava rocks like bombs into Naples' sea,
and in Pompeii, soon melted planes. In World War II,
white lies spread: "Coloreds have monkey tails." Dad knew
he warred against not only Germans but an old enemy,
Jim Crow. The first tremor then, when the volcano blew,
shook his ship. There among black soldiers, discord grew
about division of the troops, Jim Crow's primacy
on ship, inside the Army, and throughout World War II.
He was afraid, he said, in mid ocean there within a brew
near riot boiling. Spiraling upward a bitter smoke of enmity,
enlistees seethed, and when their fierce volcano blew
it shook a bit on stateside the long-armed South's purview
and welded fractured manhood some. They’d be free
back home. My father fought in World War II.
He helped crack the wall. Then that famed volcano blew.
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On the Occasion of Shirley Temple’s Death
Shirley Temples downed at Dooky Chase,
while Santa brought black dolls.
In a little red ranch-style house,
my mother scrubbed
ain't and double negatives out,
and the “d'ohn she look like maman”
of daddy's River Road tongue.
Common ways of common folk,
in particular, the trifling Negro
and the “ignorant [-thinking] Creoles.”
Black heritage deniers. “Traitors.” Out!
***
My Creole father there
with lighter skin and curly hair.
supervised postmen
but drank, and my mother taught at schools
but stacked Coke bottles
as pyramids against the kitchen door,
a cheap alarm.
I performed in church programs. School.
White-gloved teas. Took trips that enriched.
Weekend-morning-darkness, Dad'd stagger home.
Crashing clinks woke Mother and me.
“Who the hell you think you are at 3 a.m.!”
“Woman, let me sleep.”
“My daddy begged me not to marry
your drunken ass!” Her head, the next day,
drooped against the living room’s green couch.
I was ten when she walked in one day. I sat
engrossed with the Brady Bunch in the den,
Jan and Marsha. Then Greg ran down the stairs
on television. My mother looked at them, then me.
“Nothing's magic about an upstairs house.”
Back, she went, to her couch.
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At Sister Erzulie’s Boutique
Scarf. Indigo blue with gold feather,
how should it wrap the head?
Must I truss up my spirit, too?
Surrender and smother? Must I
flavor myself for others’ tongues
and burst like rainbows of tastes?
I’ve watched other women of color be
smooth with I-d-e-e-eas of blackness. Fashionably kinked
hair, complicated twists. Sisterlocks signifying
no dread of exposing the colonized subset
consciousness wedded to white
I of ideology.
Textures. Kitenge: Kaleidoscopic. A kanga: soft cotton, painted Swahili proverb.
In skins of varied colors called, they
deliver mystic speech with griot voice
the esoteric songs, the mythic warrior words mixed
with names of our Atlantic Middle Passage and the Trail of Tears:
Aïchatou, Nyima, Hatabushik, Flying Clouds. These women
perform. I have seen them tell how
light slipped through blues from one
black woman’s womb then up
through throats, out from toes:
“Oh, she made worlds!”
Yet these women go in bright robes and feathers,
trussed up, delectably plated for funds-raising feasts.
If I must be like them — plucked
of my plumage, laid out for lips and teeth:
paper ruffles where once were feet —
garnishes wrapping round —
find my veins; anesthetize me.
Shutter my eyes. Stop
me from seeing how
I will be devoured
once I costume me.
Until then my spirit is loose,
my feathers ruffle at lustful tongues.
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The Addams Family
Her brow wrinkled at her losing ticket. Then
my mother made me
a memory bank of verse.
“And God said, I’m lonely – I’ll make me a world.”
When I was six, I begged to be
Cousin Itt of The Addams Family, their oddity.
A silver sheet. Yarn-like hair. Strand by strand,
she stitched my Itt costume and covered me,
cut circles for peeping through huge, rose-colored
specs. She guided me around the university to doors
of her quizzical friends.
My bulbous plastic pumpkin welcomed sweets.
She once made me queen
of my dance school and elementary school
and that debutante cotillion, sequins hand sewn
to a book-spine frill of motherly advice: How to Not
Make Yourself White People’s (and Men’s) Fool.
But why at six on Halloween did I
ever want to be a faceless creature of roots?
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OMG. Read Dream on Monkey Mountain
An article at that website, The Root,
weighed the woes of black women never able
to snag a prince. Kate Middleton had.
I wrote at my blog words for black women.
“Fuck colonialist princes!”
but not so crassly.
On Twitter, the link.
A black man, Twitter friend asked, "Why
are black people obsessed with kings, with queens?"
He skimmed the headline and leapt to his question.
I do not think he ever read what I had written
for black women.
I reminded the sisters,
“Don’t be duped by rhetoric at The Root
about a dearth of princes.”
If black women bitch about princes missed,
they tell on themselves: Their eyes gaze
at the wrong continent.
“What about the black Princess Akosua
of Ghana?” Born royal,
she married an American king—a
black, Hollywood director.
They divorced.
Look past Diana,
cheated on, chased to death.
Still, they want the Fergie life.
But wasn’t she remanded to the depths
—the heft of her hips—
and went rehabilitating on Oprah?
Then I remembered
he aspired to be a Hollywood director.
He had tried to date me once when I lived in New Jersey.
First he warned me he tended to get along
“the best with white women.”
(He does not care for Toni Morrison.
“She demeans black men.”)
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Still, he said that he would be in New
York soon . . . to take me to Sardi's . . . and something
about good wine and fancypants-sandwich ecstasy.
I declined.
***
On black kings and queens.
Today, I began to write on Facebook to my Twitter
friend what he should already know: all black
people are not obsessed with kings and queens,
but some squint at The Atlantic,
at a hazy, pre-francophone Côte d'Ivoire,
at the pre-tulipped gardens of Namibia,
at the lambent Gold Coast and the Benin
masks of their mother.
When they slip into their mirroring blues, they wonder
what if the others who migrated from Mother
toward ice had remembered the palm-oiled succor
of her bosom, and returned then to embrace,
not plunder.
Was it a glimpse of Africa’s coat of many colors
that scrambled Europe’s heart to sell their brethren?
And if
those European plunderers had kept to colder lands,
Africans, perhaps, would have dreamed
a master plan to be captains
of their souls, not captives conquered.
Royals. Bold. But
why should I explain this to a black man
dreaming still to be a Hollywood director,
longing, non-introspectively, to see himself
revealed “the best” in Snow White’s mirror?
Delete.
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The Profile Posters
7,000 Little Sistahs on Facebook
Hip
girls
real.
We

hop
be
See.
rock.

We
We
We
We

friend.
flirt.
post.
lurk.

We
We
We
We

hot.
shop.
chill.
deal.

We
real.
real.
real.

be
We
We.
See!
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II.
I am New Orleans . . .
I have been damned and glorified.
— Marcus B. Christian
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Women of Status
The mixture of European, African, and eventually Indian blood combined in New
Orleans to create women described as being so hauntingly beautiful that in
response to pressure from angry white females, Governor Miro enacted on
June 2, 1786, his infamous ‘tignon law.’
— Creole: The History and Legacy of Louisiana's Free People of Color
“Pure African or of mixed black blood,”
Negro women may not don fancy clothes,
“that draw attention” to their wares.
They must headkerchief their hair, walk without
their purple plumes and jewels (gifts to them
from white men). They must retreat
from streets when European ladies set their feet
upon the paths Negresses walk, must not be seen
in brocade or any queenly-seeming fabric.
They must not be so graceful bearing baskets. Never
seem possessed of self, nor show ankles, nor eat plums
that redden lips, nor may they seem to roll their derrieres
when strolling. They must not seem cajoling
in any way with masters to dodge the whip or iron.
They must not barter goods in ways of womanhood,
not show their fluid fingers above grapes, not
dare smile, nor have lace nor lacy handkerchiefs,
must not ever imply wiles, must not be found
with sugar or strips of sugar cane, anything of sweetness. As we know, white men are prone to eat odd,
exotic delicacies. We know white men are weaker
than these Negro women. Negro women, “pure
African or of mixed black blood” also should not learn
to read, may not touch roses, jasmine, or magnolias or
any fragrant flowers reserved for whitest white of
women. They must not adorn tignons with orange
or any vibrant hue. They must not possess
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a root. With roots they cast their magic, too,
And must not hum or sing while waiting
for a mistress. They must not ever
convey frailty or be damsels in distress. We know
how Frenchmen always want to save a petticoat
in tears. Les femmes de couleur must not appear
comforted nor make pleasing sounds. Their voices must
not lilt. And they must obscure all plump of breast, veil
décolletage, craft plainer bodices for plainer gowns,
and forever be aware: what great burdens white
women bear. Hence, they must drain their faces of
all delight, and cover fleshy lips, enchanting still,
and avert their eyes from eyes of master
husbands on plantations. Must not escape
their station, never have silk undergarments
nor sleep all night in downy beds, may not touch
scented oil. No perfume. Never liqueur. No wine.
And never show they grieve their children sold.
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NOLA
November 23, 2014, 4:35pm
No. No possums or wild
chickens here in the 70s
near my 7th Ward house. Mice
though. A roof rat or two. Lizards,
salamanders, and crawfish climbed
up through St. Augustine grass. But wild
things! Wild was kept at Audubon Zoo
uptown, in cages. Now, nearly 10 years
after the great hurricane, alligators
on the I-10. Possums hug my back fence.
A snake, not by me – thank God! –
but in the East, curls in my cousin's yard.
Egrets after rain strut down my street,
ducks decide wide puddles ponds.
North Carrollton, there, the neutral ground,
another brown possum dead. New city dwellers.
And noise. The norms: fire sirens,
police cars whoop whoop, kid on a horn
round the corner. But across the street,
above the untamed forest, on the roof
of the abandoned Montgomery house,
a murder of crows roosts,
loud new neighbors throwing
raucous roof parties of funk.
Then that familiar rumble, the late train
crosses Paris Avenue a few blocks down.
Shugshug shugshug shugshug.
My dog barks. I hum.
We make a band.
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A Tour of Non-Tourist Spots, 2007
“Cash for Gold
Teeth!”
A foreclosure on flesh sign
on a Broad Street telephone pole:
blood mortgagees have come culling,
next they’ll nail signs on chests.
The city bears our scars.
Billboards: “Call a lawyer!”
Someone must
Forstall
this plunder.
North Claiborne: Broken.
Drooping sidewalk.
In dripping red—
“Nobody’s coming but God!”
We promise, “If
God comes, we’ll
throw a second line.”
But we know God
stays booked. Still . . .
We wait
in the concrete shade
beneath the I-10.
We see these
brush-stroked trees
tell a story of divisions
our path split long ago
(the way of brown people back-of-town).
A green hush harbor once shielded here?
Yes, the neutral ground oaks, cut down.
Then mom-and-pop sweet shops,
sticky, cherry frozen cups
we sucked up, skating
backwards down the streets.
In back rooms
mint-juleped lips formed
the yes-and-do-so plots that made
today.
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Elysian at St. Claude, Rampart, St. Bernard —
today, cracked liquor store signs
and gas-station fried chicken call. Everywhere
not-quite-right Creole soul food bars
and imported hair (“Prettify!”)
hawked: the improvements.
At night,
steel scrolls
over pawn shop doors
and windows.
We sleep then.
Our loss
hidden.
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From Seven Houses

2435 Pauger Street
Damned if Cohnder Bitch ain't called NOPD
again. Them grab my Cray, McSwag. There Deuce,
ass out. Sun gleam on him black cheeks. Them cuff Shay.
No more spoon smoke. I been spoon-smoke fed lots
since flood choked streets. Smoke sweet in my branching
splits of plaster. Termites here catch hits too. Walls
be jittering, chews at my bones. N-i-i-i-ce. I'mma itcha
month probbly. Two policemens. Them cover one on stretcher.
Dead crackhead. Nothing new.
Who gon' scratch me?
Roaches, mices, lizards crackling brown newspaper cain’t
smoke! Damp dirt smell swell soon all over. Jungle creep be
cooing "Come sleep!” Algae and them vines want my bones
be green. But I like piss, blood. My peep's perfume. My fix.
Nosy Cohnder Bitch, doh, her hood watch. Keep me
alone. Keep empty till good take. Her booougie.
Her long hair take over. Her need to go.
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76 Audubon Place
I've wooed brides for two centuries with my staircase
curves, my marble luster, chandelier’s
false light, they love. Now I’d prefer my grandeur
hidden, but maids part silk for all to see. No one
seems to see. Throughout me she tucks her valium.
The lady's hooked. Pills in crannies let her fake
sleep when bare feet glide the carpet down my
gilded halls, the husband to their daughter's room.
(Ripped tween of long-sleeved blouses, razor-scarred,
improper arms.) Son saw these feet, so boarding school.
The lady took her vows for better-worse.
Her wedding is remembered, long Sonoma registry,
cathedral-blessed, steep reception. Her groom's
gift – me. Pristine without. Sedated mouth.
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For Sale: 3104 Audubon Street (Usher Board Christmas Party)
After Elizabeth Alexander's “House Party Sonnet: '66”
1969. Their kids – sly. Bold in the kiddie den's fold.
Put your hands on your hips. Yeah! Let your backbone slip.
Shaken-up shotgun, shrimp, whiskey, and cakes.
Got to know how to pony like Bony Moronie.
There were cousins playing jacks. My rafters shook.
Children stole looks at the “Land of 1,000 Dances.”
Church ladies in hip-hugging cocktail threads.
Men cool as Pickett — feet fixing dance steps.
Snap, “Awww, sookie, sookie, now!” Do that jerk!
Doin’ the watusi. Ow! Watch me work!
Deacons by the window on look-out.
"Here come the blue Ford!" Pastor Philpott.
Mamie an’em stashing beer, liquor, wine,
Then smoothing their clothes. What a time.
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My Ride Down Tchoupitoulas, 2015
Here now, our imported gentry, invented
in Berkeley and Greenwich Village, living
for little discoveries — collards they will make
meatless. Bywater doubles: Voila! become
trendy cafes with organic beets, soulless gumbo,
nouveau beignets nibbled after barbequed tofu.
What can’t be remade? What can’t be marketed
gluten-free?
Our grandmother’s stewed chicken,
her dandelion wine, our bone marrow broths
we used to eat – these have been discovered
like America.
I’ve praised such neatness, adored it
in Westfield, New Jersey, where the zoning board,
with precision, carves and crafts the town.
I know what makes new conclaves click, but
I’ve always missed my Creole home, even
now. Here I am, still home-conflicted. The hipsters.
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But the Pelicans, Though
Down crumbling concrete,
over roots of moss-cloaked oaks,
by camelbacks,
long, haggard shotguns,
chipped, thorny as brambles,
beside peering mothers,
a singer wanders east,
into deeper nighttime,
her guitar glitzing red,
red bouncing by her hip,
knocking her denim sack
against brass, trip-bruised buckles.
Along sidewalks, past fences,
she sings, happy, as
stoned junkies share smiles
or bottles with imagined friends
and the nutria fandango.
À la vie! at each stoop,
at drowsy shacks, at petit cafes.
The singer croons. The moon
shines brighter; the humid haze,
coiling, swampy warm,
falls rolling on.
Smooth, pearl droplets
land, stick, or slip
over some wild man’s shanty,
over lost yellow carts
in parking lots,
from palms like open arms;
the yellow trumpet vine, too, loops
over drooping claimed roofs
of ravaged houses;
cockroaches crawl
across warped porches
as morning encroaches.
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A psalm at John’s Exxon.
Next the Gentries—
Hollows, Poverties, Bottom;
Poland, Ninth Ward.
A man shoos a paramour
on before dawn.
Bye, Boo. A clattering vroom.
A seafood market
whiff of shrimp shells.
A crooked brick swivels,
underfoot. Cracked stone waffles,
never breaks.
The corner, a hoot owl,
night’s sweet familiar,
hoots a tune.
Ten colored strings sway,
dangling, forlorn,
a boat horn.
Three workmen,
black heavy boots,
slow, squinting.
“A strange spirit. Yeah, man.”
“Weird, this New Orleans light.”
Sunrays flirt with the singer’s blonde
hair as she crosses the Lower Nine
bridge. Creaky. Clinking;
haze with first sunbeams
streams like gold tinsel
on holiday pines.
Where Deslonde Street nears
the canal snakes, risen,
the water swells, unbraked;
at the street’s dead-end,
in tall flowering weeds,
the singer stops.
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She chants. A transplant
slipped into places brown
women, old brass men, miss.
Across the canal, a brown pelican
grooms its lighter feathers.
They don’t belong.
“Off course.”
Everything’s screwy now.
“Nature makes ways.”
for strays.
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Walk Lightly Out the Door
When my son leaves for classes, my gut flips.
Have I fussed enough to make him hear?
"No holding bags for friends. Keep your hands, wrists
visible at all times. Don't rush, don't reach unless
you're told," I tell him, and wary of his growing hair, I despise
the twisting locks, remind him, too, his hoodies are not wise.
Black boys must be trained to contain their limbs.
"Accept. You're always being watched," I warn again.
He's big. When fearful white folk look at him, some see
only their nightmare free. So, conscientiously,
I give the talk my parents gave. My son must shrink,
learn to walk as though he’s silk falling among them.
Slumping, I trudge to work on this maze of road,
A mantle of thorns, his future, remains a heavy load.
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III.
Setting in the house with everything on my mind,
Setting in the house with everything on my mind,
Looking at the clock and can’t even tell the time.
— Bessie Smith
“In the House Blues”
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Second Life Blues
I see my baby online, and he's talking to everybody but me.
I see how he's smiling online, talking to everybody but me.
I want to pack my bags and go, but when I try to, I can't breathe.
I go to bed, I wait, but he's up with his Twitter feed.
I go to bed. I go to bed and wait, but he's caught in that Twitter feed.
I start to feel we're hopeless 'cause he won't give me what I need.
So, I find me a juicy hangout out in Google space, you know.
I find company about. Into Google space, I go.
The men there sweet-talk me, keep me from hurting so.
But my man, he's a jealous man,
rigged my laptop with spyware.
He claims I'm cheating on him.
What I'm doing: "That ain't fair."
I say what's good for the gander, baby,
good for the goose as well.
You can't walk away from Twitter?
Then go on, walk to hell.
I can't believe I've said it.
I can't remember how to breathe.
Maybe I’ll regret it:
What if he wants to leave?
We’ve got that Cyberlove blues. Ya hear me? I believe we’re going down.
It's that cyber dope we've found, that addiction going round.
But we get to talking. We want to keep our love on track.
We talk. We blame. We yell. We need that solid track.
So, we decide to see a doctor to help our love come on back.
In the doctor's office, we tell, we tell our troubled load,
We sit. And we spill out to her our trouble, troubled load.
She sits there for forever. Her head is hanging low.
Doctor's quiet for so long, I get a funny feeling in my chest.
That doctor's way too quiet, so I get up. I tap her desk.
That's when I see her fingers working. She's busy texting texts.
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My baby jumps up shouting. He says he won't pay her bill.
Doctor jumps up, too, says he better sit down and be still.
Well I hold my baby back, don't want to see him thrown in jail.
The receptionist, she says real loud, "Security's on the way."
Her voice blasts like a trumpet: “I said ‘Security’s on the way.’”
I pull my baby out of there, say, "Tell that doctor that I'll pay."
We go back home; he broods, staring at his PC screen.
I thumb my laptop some. “Lo-r-r-r-d, maybe we’re both cyber fiends.”
We look over at each other, start unplugging everything.
Oh, we didn't need no doctor, went round unplugging everything.
Said we didn't need no doctor, went round unplugging everything.
No cure’s in electric sockets: we broke the mattress springs.
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Boundaries
I.
On my personal journal’s leaves,
your sribbled business notes:
2:00 with Tom - Oracle order
"Doesn't your company have paper, honey?"
You'd laugh and tug the bib of your cap
down on my head,
my wavy strands still trapped in its lining.
You kept them there.
I believed this husbanding sweet.
I spun around in your shirts.
...
I forgot about the pit bull that lived next door to my parents.
Cocking its leg, peeing through the fence into our yard,
it staked a claim, scaring my little brother’s dog.
II.
And one morning I missed words perceiving while I'd slept you'd sought knowledge
of me you thought withheld in the morning missed words the sheet wet the no
the it in me between my - no - my knotted tongue like Leda’s my recoil at your
purloining fingers tying your tie in our bedroom mirror your wedding band glinting in
sunbeams where no light could be the missing the eclipsed avoiding
feathers
between missed words wanted to flee my body my
venomous limbs
a fresh foreignness.
III.
You laughed.
In the morning.
You laughed
when our sheets puzzled me
when my body became this stranger
and the corners of my lips
fell.
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Cairn of Women (1975)
Wall picture: gray grays, bison skulls,
great mound of skulls, a mini-mountain,
Always, I linger, looking at the suited man on top
that pile of bison skulls: a conqueror. He’s posed.
Conqueror of bison. My husband is
a conqueror of me. No, I
did not mean he’s a conqueror of me. He’s a
conqueror of women. Does that sound right?
I’m in the shiny hills: my husband’s kingdom,
looking down on the Valley of Runaway Wives.
I cannot stop.
They’ve run to matchbook houses.
I think of them. These are bison down there, marriage-skinned
in a mound.
I think of them in a mound, marriage-skinned.
Orange evening light tints their limbs, dangling legs, toes,
heads on heads, hair cascading down like
discarded Barbies.
I should be post-married. No,
I’d be a ragged Barbie in that discard pile.
I should stay. They ran though. Old husbands say,
“Discarded!” to feel good. Run out, old wives,
they ran – run out – but they’d already packed their bags.
The valley’s grimmer light casts shadows on
the woman mound, on their children’s fractured
little faces between mothers’ tresses falling
like waterfalls down, down. They look up at me.
I’m a newly-minted Mrs., rising. I am
a second wife. They’ve been discarded. Do I say
“discarded” to feel good? What went wrong?
Is light brighter in the valley?
I’ve taken to binoculars. Orange evening light
tints children playing. Fun.
Not fractured
little faces. What went wrong?
The light’s
brighter with binoculars. The valley light.
The conqueror’s arriving. I stop my game.
I cook. He comes, gives me his look.
Valley light shines brighter.
What went wrong?
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Hidden Tracks Playlist
2006: Noises from the Coffin
I sat in the sun outside Bowcraft Amusement Park Café, flashed a thumbs-up through the
gleaming pane at the skinny guy who’d made my avocado sandwich. A brown woman came up,
red overcoat in summer, tawny fur-rimmed collar. Gray hair—a beehive mess from a 1960s
movie. From one ear dangled a yellow feather earring. She faced South. Newark-bound traffic
rumbled.
Shut the fuck up!
Jabbering.
Jabber ON!
Her head jerked to the left. Up, down, to the right.
On jabber. So jab then. Jab ME.
What I did wrong!
I looked at the sandwich maker again.
I carry you everywhere, Basket, how Third World
— on my head—
On my head, you, Basket, bulge, overloaded with you:
your-rancid-tee-shirts-sweat-gut-kick-of-sock-funk.
amid striped ties. Scooped from the floor, your boxers.
Doobie Brothers’ cry
“Minute by minute, I'll be holding on.”

You. Never. Meant.

Glass jars of quick and dirty spice-it-up clink and tip. Look! I drop them.
.
Bomb the stairs. Splintering.
Through the red flurry wheezing I go eyes swelling, bloody
soles of my feet smearing down the hall to our bed. No good
at carrying.
She shook her hands at invisible things.
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Books! I knew how to carry once. A girl
walking home. My hefty satchel. Balanced. The world
rested between my pigtails. Swashbuckling books . . .
my adventures with no one hard like you.
Blurring by zoomed blaring horns. She spun around at me.
An unbathed body stench.
You know who I am. You -you know who I am.
I didn’t think she saw me. She wagged her finger at a light pole.
I conversed with Orishas,
wrote their stories. A history I'd never studied.
Ancestral memory. Code
in my cells back to the great Oshun, Mother.
She will not share her secret
— how to silence you, man.
Back at the curb where she’d first stood, she wept.
She would not forgive or save me.
You loved toppling
the gift. I gave in to your edits.
Not save me.
Toppling. I'd stub my toe –
“Fuck!”
“Don't be vulgar,” you’d correct.
But you loved it when fucking gave you my power
It's all that's left of my vocabulary, FUCK,
when I hear you, Basket.”
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Above, around the beehive, she tapped an air piano.
When I’d see our son, scratching his fuzzy jaw
in the morning, lolling into the kitchen like you
( avoiding your phone calls),
our daughter bringing home work,
attending to details like you but
(runs from
Father's Day commercials.)
You never knew You dissembling. You,
always were
a fuck-me-up.
I turned to the glass looking for faces in the shop to help.
All black inside.
Sun struck the pane – mouth
opening
mouth not closed
brown skin glistening
gray hair so gray the yellow-feathered ear there
flinging my arms.
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me

2008-2012: Tunnels to the Attic
On that songwriter site, his bio. For more than 20 years (code for the decades he called me
“wife”), he wrote poetry, but poetry’s too small for him: “Now I find writing lyrics and music
more challenging and rewarding.” His claws out, swiping. Good. Have you put me, now, in my
place? I gave him his first keyboard. He left me for my more motherly doppelganger. My place
now is a little brick house on Bayou St. John, a view unexpected.
I see our orchard back in Jersey. Through mist, we emerge, backlit, haloed shadows. The apple
trees blossom bearing inedible fruit, a feast for deer. I come home late, very late, after deadlines.
By a super moon, our house, also backlit, sprawls. 3:00 a.m. and waiting for me on our rolling
lawn, a tiny herd. No bucks. Only does, moonlight in their eyes. As still as a pond frozen white,
living totems, fixed on me. “We are where we belong. You are not.” . . . I miss them and
sometimes our land. Light's never right in recollection. While there, I missed spontaneous
dancers. “Why can't you be happy with what I give?” he asked.
Rattus rattus. Roof rats. In the attic of my little brick house by the bayou and a rat-made hole in
my backyard, Rattus norvegicus, the Norway digger, is tunneling under to go up, perhaps. A
crack in the slab? Crafty rodents of mysterious entry, coming in from the cold-crippled grass too
high on lots behind the house. Weep holes purposely placed in the lowest bricks could also be
the path in and up, up to stay like a hated song in the head. “You need your weep holes. Can’t
plug ‘em,” the contractor’s saying. Brick houses are sponges. Rains and no weep holes: mold,
mildew. The house smothers. “Brick must breathe.” We get our share of storms. Poor teary-eyed
house, inside your walls at night a nightmare ups.
Up. 3:00 a.m.—skittering above. In the attic, traps have been laid, but loud, loud, louder on loop,
my playlist suppresses skitter sounds with blues and Joni Mitchell—“The Hissing of Summer
Lawns,” absent his predictable demo lyric—“You’re a hard woman to please. You never really
loved meeee.”— Louder! Joni’s woman loops around in her ranch house on the hill, collared like
a dog. And a clack clacking. Snap! Rattling in the attic. Silence. Exhale. Silence. Hiss-free lawns
of sturdy Saint Augustine grass. The comforting green . . . the comfort.
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2013: More than 500 Channels, A Million MP3s
Cradling the resurrected city,
the Mississippi hums,
“I thought I heard Buddy Bolden say.”
She wears a dimple into her couch,
her focus almost always inward on her
triple-dotted note.
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2014: Interminable Winter
A decade with schizophrenic-skipping poems:
I wrestled my sins beside his scowl
on the killing floor.
When my skin puffed away
from my body in clouds,
and the beds went unmade,
and I mourned the loss of my hair,
he swooped down, kicking
the dog. Quickly he thrusted
himself into a foreign flesh.
All I did was contemplate –fantasize
a foreign gaze and touch. Still, I was
guiltier, he said, because
he could tell I had other men
in my head. I was not enough.
Paralyzed, I hid from dishes, his laundry,
the vacuum of his brooding. But that was all
it took for him to overrate himself.
My head. I’m split, a splat,
where his fingers plucked, squeezed every neuron
as he pleased.
So, when Joni Mitchell sang
of the hell adjacency, I saw. I saw just like that.
Yet, he was not the worst husband:
with my permission, he made me heel.
O! Robe and slippers forever, yes!
I could love this yellow-bellied me,
but Mayfield among the MP3s is singing,
“Our days of comfort: days of night.
Don’t put yourself in solitude.
Who can I trust with my life?”
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2014: Spring Like a Spring Is Springing
A temple opens in me.
Morning! Swaths of green and blue,
a black swan shakes her wings,
St. John’s Bayou’s a fluttering.
Alone in a canoe, I soak-in sun —
the sun, the sun, and me –
I will not skip this kiss
of Easter.
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September on the Patio
Wind disrupts thinning willows. We stand up
like prophets glimpsing destiny. Around
my yard he follows, begging me to marry, ground
him as an anchor to this earth. I've lost too much,
so, cannot gamble recklessly. Brown leaves
whirl on flagstone. Knot weakened, hair’s undone,
gray-peppered wisps. My red scarf flies toward sun.
I leap. My scarf soars past my hand. In eaves,
the slip of scarlet snags. Wind’s hushed. I slump,
leaden in my skin, perceiving my fate.
I'm not eaves above nor wind ready to romp
but the woman who grasped at life too late.
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Mother Always Accommodates the Dead
Sun dips in the West. Diamonds glint on red-brown wrists.
These dead tap out their thunder, tap their sunlit ticking faces
with woeful calls to prodigals from the other shore.
"We'll see you soon, dear.”
Mirrored in the glassy sea,
they wave at me white kerchiefs
like feather boas
billowing.
There. With Dad.
Her pearl lace hankie flutters
my reservation high against a cloudless blue.
She’s prepared a place for me where I may soon
tap out with caution: “A terrible thing to lose –
your maker’s grace, its merciful clock.”
Mother accommodated the dead.
Me? A jab now in my back. A palm, cool fingers
twist the cartilage of the helix, box my ears in this middle
of midlife. "What have you
not done yet?"
“Spend more time with God,” I hear,
“and His text of grievances.”
They scraped by. They did so much.
“Didn’t we give enough?"
She glides with them. They are her mouth.
I am in a rut.
What a terrible thing,
possibility.
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An old woman bumped her on Canal
Then a wild wind took her up.
Ms. Brown spun
way above the street car line
when the wild wind took her up.
The view above, she told me,
revealed that she craved the thumbs up
for her art, refined or raw,
bloodied lines or
crumbs carelessly dashed.
Above, she saw cables radiate
from river to the tombs, from Garden
District mansions to solitary rooms,
those Crescent City trolleys chugging
over rails, people in each row
with ears plugged, no ear.
She saw strange cables leading
far beyond the town, the path
she knew she'd follow
once the wind had set her down.
When it did, she ran, waved
down a Yellow Cab. It took her home.
She packed her traveling bag.
Around the world she went,
searching, searching.
Then came back,
tales and child in tow.
Maybe a glow as she touched my hand.
"I could have stayed right here,
but the wind with me was wild.
I wanted to be without those eyes
of sorority and church ladies running
up my doings, no one
to curtail, promise me my ruin.”
Away, she heard new tunes, songs of other cities.
Her tiny home in the Seventh Ward
faced abandoned houses, trash strewn
in neighbors’ yards.
It seemed to me
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Ms. Brown had taken a wrong turn.
Why end in a ghetto, losses lessons,
memories in an urn?
I hopped in my subcompact,
drove to a coffee shop. In its courtyard,
watched people around her sip,
silent, insular, ears plugged,
and then
What was enough? What
was enough?
The wild wind took me up.
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Quarterly, Poetry Life and Times, Voices for Africa, Hellicane, and other publications, including
educational curricula in New York, New Jersey, Florida, and India. Furthermore, students and
guest speakers have recited her poems at social justice events, and young people have turned
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